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IMPRINT ACADEMIC, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 206 x 134 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Democracy is killing the West. That is the stunning conclusion
of this book that tears apart the consensus underpinning modern political assumptions. Democracy
is held to solve one of the oldest puzzles of human social life: how do we ensure that our rulers have
a legitimate mandate and rule in the interests of the whole community? We are supposedly now
guided by institutions whose democratic mandate ensures that they will govern in a benign manner
in the interests of all. Democracy the Fall of the West challenges that assumption by drawing on an
alternative theory about the nature of modern democracy and its impact on Western society. It
argues that the secret of the West s success is not Democracy, but Liberalism. Craig Smith and Tom
Miers demonstrate that, since the introduction of democracy, the power of the state has re-grown
at the expense of the liberty of the individual. Far from underpinning our freedoms, Democracy is in
fact undermining them. It has unshackled the coercive power of the state, and will result in the
inevitable decline of the West as...
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Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD

Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pa olo Spinka-- Pa olo Spinka
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